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The Future of European Property Law 2012-05-29 european integration has
a growing impact on the property law systems of the eu member states the
tensions which can be seen are considerably greater than in other areas
of private law given the technically complex and mandatory nature of
property law in this book current developments in european property law
particularly the draft common frame of reference are analysed and
evaluated focussing on secured transactions and mortgage law with
contributions by academic and practicing lawyers containing transfer of
ownership and good faith acquisition the rules in the member states and
in book viii of the dcfr secured transactions and the dcfr registration
of intellectual property rights trusts from a common and a civil lawyer
s perspective the border area between property law and contract law
securities
The Principle of Numerus Clausus in European Property Law 2008 in order
to develop a framework that can form a basis for the development of a
european property law this book provides a comparative analysis of
property law from the perspective of four european legal systems and
european law focusing on the numerus clausus principle the book offers
theoretical insights on how substantive property law european law and to
a certain extent private international law intersect the principle of
numerus clausus one of the fundamental principles of property law is
adhered to by most legal systems in this book an analysis of the
property law systems of france germany the netherlands and england is
provided a description is given of the content of available property
rights in each of these systems followed by an examination as to whether
these rights form a closed system and whether private parties are given
freedom to shape property rights or even create new types of rights in
the last decades property law has come under pressure to allow more
party autonomy in other words property law has become more and more
subject to pressure from contract law private parties attempt to draft
their contracts in such a way that their contractual arrangements are
given property effect sometimes they also attempt to make use of a
property right in a way that was not foreseen by legislature or courts
as a result rights have come into existence that are intermediary
between the law of contract and the law of property moreover the systems
of property law are also subject to a growing influence from european
legislation the development of the internal market in the european union
increasingly forces member states to answer the question whether and if
the answer is affirmative in what way property rights created in another
member state should be recognized substantive property law intersects
here until now national legal systems generally resist this influence of
european law and use the principle of numerous clausus as a
justification it is to be questioned whether the numerus clauses
principle can still act as a guardian against the influence of foreign
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and european law
European Intellectual Property Law 2013-01-01 this clearly written and
comprehensive text by two leading scholars of european intellectual
property law is extremely adaptable it is a perfect platform for
classroom teaching and is also a fine resource for those researching in
what is becoming an increasingly complex field graeme b dinwoodie
university of oxford uk this hybrid volume part commentary part primary
sources with questions to stimulate further thinking serves both as a
teaching tool and as a manual for lawyers who seek a comprehensive
overview of eu intellectual property law the book aims at a generalist
legal audience with very a helpful précis of international law including
the major multilateral treaties as well as a summary of the eu legal
framework that non europeans will find highly useful the authors explore
the full range of traditional and emerging ip rights they also provide
in depth analysis of remedies and of the international private law
issues that increasingly arise in contemporary complex ip litigation
jane ginsburg columbia law school us the first of its kind this textbook
has been carefully designed to give students and non specialist
practitioners a clear understanding of the fundamentals of european
intellectual property law providing a comprehensive overview of both
community ip rights and areas of ip law that have been harmonised and
supported by judicious use of extracts from the most significant source
material the book assists the reader in navigating through the
increasingly complex european ip system european intellectual property
law deals with european patent trade mark and copyright law copyright as
well as with adjacent areas such as protection of plant varieties
geographical indications industrial design competition law enforcement
and private international law with a focus on the most relevant case law
to be found in those areas key features written by two of the leading
authorities in european ip law concise and readable style extracts from
key source material questions designed to stimulate thinking around
legal problems coverage of related areas adjacent to ip offers an
overview on international ip protection and the interrelation between
european law and ip law in general this detailed book is designed for
all courses on european intellectual property whether basic or advanced
as well as for practitioners looking for a comprehensive and concise
overview on the structure and content of european ip law
European Intellectual Property Law 2019-08-08 european intellectual
property law offers a full account of the main areas of substantive
european ip law and a discussion of their wider context and effect the
amount and reach of european law and decision making in the field of
intellectual property has grown exponentially since the 1960s making it
increasingly difficult to treat european law as an adjunct to domestic
intellectual property regimes european intellectual property law
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responds to this reality by presenting a clear and detailed account of
each of the main areas of substantive eu intellectual property law
situated in the context of both the eu legal system and international ip
law including eu constitutional law the law of the european patent
convention 1973 2000 and private international law it draws selectively
on examples from domestic ip regimes to illustrate substantive
differences between those regimes and to demonstrate the impact of
european law and decision making on eu member states this unique
thoroughly modern approach goes beyond a discussion of the provisions of
european legal instruments to consider their wider context and effect
european intellectual property law is the ideal guide for any student
wishing to gain a full and critical understanding of the substantive
european law of intellectual property
Intellectual Property Law in the European Community 2004 this report
which includes contributions from 24 leading intellectual property
attorneys throughout europe covers the fundamentals of intellectual
property protection law and practice in each of the member countries of
the european community legal reference law profession
European Intellectual Property Law 2019-12-27 the second edition of this
popular textbook has been thoroughly revised expanded and updated in
order to reflect the recent extensive changes in european ip legislation
providing an in depth examination of the core areas of ip law from
copyright patents and trademarks through to the protection of plant
varieties and industrial design it is perfectly pitched to guide the
reader through the complexities of the european ip system
EU Intellectual Property Law and Policy 2009-01-01 the author has
succeeded in her chief aim in writing this book to introduce a compact
and accessible account of eu intellectual property law this book is a
useful background and excellent starting point for understanding eu
intellectual property law jamil ammar european intellectual property
review this book s innovative contribution is to view eu ip law as a
subject in its own right not just an extra to accounts of national law
the very up to date coverage strikes an excellent balance between detail
and overview while dr seville also discusses thoughtfully the wider
international frameworks policy issues and debates in which development
of eu ip law is enmeshed dr seville fully deserves the gratitude of ip
lawyers and students for this outstandingly helpful study hector
macqueen edinburgh law school uk the book is as timely as it is well
written and thorough the contributions of the eu to most aspects of
intellectual property law are increasingly dominant this treatment
places them apart from the national laws of member states thus
emphasising the common core that now they provide many will want to
study this presentation william r cornish university of cambridge uk
intellectual property ip is a crucial contributor to economic growth and
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competitiveness within the eu this book offers a compact and accessible
account of eu intellectual property law and policy covering copyright
patents designs trademarks and the enforcement of rights the author also
addresses aspects of the free movement of goods and services competition
law customs measures and anti counterfeiting efforts setting eu
intellectual property law in its wider international context this work
reveals the framework within which the national ip laws of member states
operate the book seeks to highlight the most important policy issues and
arguments of relevance to the eu both within the union and in its
relations with the rest of the world with its detailed references cross
referencing and suggestions for further readings eu intellectual
property law and policy is essential reading for postgraduate students
and academic lawyers in ip and eu law practitioners seeking a broad
account of the area will also appreciate this important contribution
European and National Property Law 2006 this volume of the walter van
gerven lectures series examines the relationship between european and
national property law one of the pillars of the economic constitution of
the eu is what might be called freedom of property it is however not
really clear what is meant by property and property rights in a private
law sense how can property rights or rights against the world be defined
at a european level under the surface of the differing rules european
property law systems seem to share several leading policies and
principles yet existing differences should not be ignored a search for
common policies principles concepts and rules is badly needed the
lecture documented in this book provides research examining problem
areas and presenting suggestions
Cultural Property Law and Restitution 2011-01-01 this invaluable book
for the first time brings together the international and european union
legal framework on cultural property law and the restitution of cultural
property drawing on the author s extensive experience of international
disputes it provides a very comprehensive and useful commentary theories
of cultural nationalism and cultural internationalism and their founding
principles are explored irini stamatoudi also draws on soft law sources
ethics morality public feeling and the role of international
organisations to create a complete picture of the principles and trends
emerging today
Foundations of Property Law 2023-08-25 foundations of property law
things as objects of property rights is an abridged translation of the
first volume of christian von bar s gemeineuropäisches sachenrecht a
milestone in european private law theory and in comparative property law
more broadly radical in content and scope the english version examines
the dynamics of interaction between the objects contents and holders of
property the conceptual framework of property law is presented as a
domain of erga omnes monopoly rights that govern the relationship
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between persons and objects of value within that framework a reciprocal
relationship is illustrated between property rights and their objects
property rights play a role in constituting the very objects things in
which they are held with comprehensive comparative analysis insights are
gleaned from all the jurisdictions of the european union and the united
kingdom presenting a critical evaluation of property law systems in both
common and civil law traditions this book joins all the national legal
systems in a single inquiry treating their traditions and arguments with
the respect they deserve and taking advantage of the knowledge embodied
in the diversity of european private law a scholastic work offering deep
and unique insights into the european property law systems foundations
of property law will quickly become a go to resource for anyone
interested in european private law and comparative property law
Divergences of Property Law 2006 this work is inspired by the
comparative study published in the interaction of contract law and tort
and property law in europe isbn 3 935808 20 8 cloth 79 00 2004 out of a
transnational comparative and eu oriented perspective the essays
included discuss whether divergences of property law on contractual
security rights in movables constitute an obstacle to the internal
market and if so what solutions could be offered unification or
harmonization of private international law cannot offer an adequate
solution while unification of domestic security laws could however the
latter will take a very long time partly due to the specific nature of
property law the contributing authors advocate the development of a
european security right in movables esrm in addition to the respective
contemporary national security rights a real esrm would clearly support
free competition within the european union however the development of an
esrm will take much time in particular when dealing with the relation
between that esrm and domestic security rights in the member states the
reader will also find considerations on the contents of an esrm and on
the outlines of the required additional provisions
European Union Property Law 2013 originally presented as author s thesis
ph d universiteit maastricht 2013
The Interaction of Contract Law and Tort and Property Law in Europe
2009-04-27 against the background of the creation of an eu wide frame of
reference for private law relevant to the common market this study which
was requested by the eu commission analyses the dovetailing between
contract and tort law on the one hand and between contract and property
law on the other the study examines the legal orders of almost all the
member states of the eu illustrates the differences between contractual
and non contractual liability and evaluates the different systems of the
transfer of property of movable and immovable securities as well as
trust law the study comes to the conclusion that the intensive
considerations on the creation of a model law in the area of european
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private law do not allow these thoughts to be limited to contract law
such a limitation to the scope of the regarding of this area would
probably cause more problems than it would solve or at any rate not do
justice to the needs of the common market
European Intellectual Property Law 2017-11-22 this title was first
published in 2000 european intellectual property is a survey and
discussion of the impact of the economic principles of the european
community upon the legal regime for the protection of intellectual
property rights within the community and the laws of its member states
beginning with a discussion of the issues arising from the treaty itself
and the efforts of both the european court of justice and the european
commission through the liberalization of licensing procedures to meet
these specific issues the survey goes on to consider the attempts to
achieve harmonization of national laws in the fields of trade marks
patents industrial design and the wider efforts to create community wide
intellectual property rights
European Intellectual Property Law 2016 this volume thoroughly covers
and systematically displays the three main areas of intellectual
property law patents trade marks and copyright without leaving other
rights of the intellectual property family aside as it also explores
geographical indications industrial designs trade secrets and databases
the book offers a full and complete picture of european intellectual
property law discussing the treatment of intrinsic issues on
harmonization transborder disputes collectiveness and individualization
in the different fields of intellectual property law with an original
introduction by the editor this book has been carefully designed to
offer law students as well as practitioners a valuable instrument to
understand contemporary intellectual property law within the eu
The Europeanization of Intellectual Property Law 2013-11 written by
senior judges qcs and academics this is the first work to consider the
europeanization of intellectual property law drawing lessons from the
experiences of ip for general private law and helping to develop a
european legal methodology
Valuepack 2008-08-21 rogers smith s property law is a book renowned for
its clear and penetrating approach to property law it is highly readable
and importantly is a joy to read i highly recommend it james griffin
university of exeter the new sixth edition of this successful textbook
continues to provide students with a trustworthy and in depth account of
all areas of land and real property law and includes concepts of
property law as they relate to the study of land providing a backdrop
for a clear and accessible introduction to the topic references to
academic material throughout the book making this an ideal text to use
before embarking on further study smith s modern approach to the subject
has resulted in a number of changes to the new edition new chapters can
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be found on emerging topics such as commonhold and human rights while
other chapters have been restructured to enable an entire chapter to be
devoted to acquiring interests in the family home legal developments
since the last edition the decision of the european court of human
rights in the important adverse possession case of pye v uk further
consideration of estoppel and remedies in the court of appeal in cobbe v
yeoman s row the first house of lords decision for over fifteen years on
constructive trusts of the family home stack v dowden a useful law
commission report on the rights of cohabitants following relationship
breakdown roger j smith teaches law at magdalen college university of
oxford he is also the author of two of a companion volume on property
law property law cases and materials third edition and a shorter text on
the subject introduction to land law both published by longman
mylawchamber further your understanding through mylawchamber visit
mylawchamber co uk smithproperty to access weblinks to further your
research into the subject and look for regular updates to important
legal developments in property law also includes a range of extra
resources for lecturers to use with their students including questions
and mock debates case navigator powered by lexisnexis visit pearsoned co
uk casenavigator for unique online support that helps you improve your
case reading and analysis skills in property law the lexisnexis element
of case navigator is only available to those who currently subscribe to
lexisnexis butterworths services
EU Intellectual Property Law and Policy 2016-09-28 this fully updated
book offers a compact and accessible account of eu intellectual property
ip law and policy the digital age brings many opportunities but also
presents continuing challenges to ip law as the eu s programme of
harmonisation unfolds as well as addressing the main ip rights copyright
patents designs trade marks and related rights the book also considers
ip s relationship with the eu s rules on free movement of goods and
competition as well as examining the enforcement of ip rights taking
account of numerous changes this timely second edition covers the
substantive provisions and procedures which apply throughout the eu
making extensive reference to the case law the author considers how the
exploitation of ip is increasingly global harmonisation in contrast is
only partial even at the eu level in response the book sets eu ip law in
its wider international context it also seeks to highlight policy issues
and arguments of relevance to the eu in its relations both within the
union and with the rest of the world designed as a compact and
approachable account of these difficult and technical areas and with
advice on further reading and research this unique book is useful both
as a work of reference and for more general study it is essential
reading for postgraduate students academic researchers and legal
practitioners alike
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Common Principles of European Intellectual Property Law 2012
intellectual property law has been harmonized by eu law to a
considerable extent at the same time intellectual property rights have
converged the academic discussion has not kept pace with this
development european intellectual property law is often seen through the
spectacles of national law pan european discussions about issues of
community law seem to be the exception rather than the rule the
contributors to this volume investigate if and to what extent european
rules and principles applicable to all intellectual property rights
already exist or whether they can be found on the basis of the acquis
communautaire and comparative law in particular they discuss the merits
and the methodology of common principles before turning to several areas
of substantive intellectual property law such as grounds of protection
secondary liability and exceptions to enforcement and finally to the
relationship between intellectual property and neighbouring areas of eu
law
EU IP Law 2015 the aim of this short introduction to european
intellectual property ip law is to provide students who have little or
no prior knowledge of european ip with an overview of this field of law
from a truly and entirely european perspective this book makes an
attempt to explain the basics of intellectual property law with
references to the european and the important international treaties it
is intended as a first introduction for students who are following a
basic course in eu ip law as part of a broader introduction to european
law or european private law
Intellectual Property Law and Human Rights 2020-06-08 intellectual
property law and human rights fourth edition edited by paul l c
torremans once regarded as a niche topic the nexus of intellectual
property and human rights now lies in the eye of the storm that is today
s global economy in this expanded new edition of the pre eminent work in
this crucial area of legal theory and practice with nine completely new
chapters well known authorities in both intellectual property law and
human rights law present an in depth analysis and discussion of
essential and emerging issues in the convergence of intellectual
property law and human rights law the fourth edition is fully updated to
address current matters as diverse as artificial intelligence climate
change and biotechnological materials all centred on the relations
between intellectual property and freedom of expression and the
fundamental right to privacy in an intellectual property environment the
contributors address such topics as the following and more the status of
copyright as a fundamental right fair use transformative use and the us
first amendment intellectual property in the jurisprudence of the
european court of human rights freedom to receive and impart information
under the eu charter of fundamental rights how to mitigate the risks
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article 17 of directive 2019 970 poses to freedom of expression fair
dealing defences algorithmic copyright enforcement and free speech
developing a right to privacy for corporations expanding the role of
morality and public policy in european patent law and ethical and
religious concerns over patenting biotechnological inventions as human
rights issues continue to arise in an intellectual property context
practitioners academics and policymakers in both fields will continue to
recognize and use this well established cornerstone work in the debate
as a springboard to the future development of the ever more prominent
interface of intellectual property and human rights
Propertizing European Copyright 2018 with an acceleration in the last
decades the language of property piracy and theft has become mainstream
in copyright matters scholars have argued that this latent
propertization has progressively led to the undue expansion of copyright
and an enclosure of knowledge causing clashes with users fundamental
rights and eu social and cultural policies challenging the validity of
such critiques propertizing european copyright demonstrates that these
distortive effects are only the result of mishandled property rhetoric
and that a commitment to copyright propertization could enable a more
internally consistent and balanced development of eu copyright law
Transfer of Immovables in European Private Law 2017-05-25 this volume
explores the law relating to the transfer of immovables in seventeen
countries within europe
The Future of Family Property in Europe 2011 this book covers five areas
of family property law in europe matrimonial property law in europe
family contracts û issues of autonomy protection of older people in law
freedom of testation and protection of family members and the
unification of private international law these issues are discussed
throughout the book together addressing the broad question what might be
the future of family property law in europe
Party Autonomy in International Property Law 2011-06-30 party autonomy
is a subject that is traditionally rejected in the field of property law
legal systems throughout europe and most parts of the world still found
their property law on the lex situs this point of view however is
challenged more and more the immense intensification of worldwide trade
may have turned boundaries between countries into barriers in a world
that needs flexibility this book deals with important questions
concerning this problem including what happens to property rights
related to movables and claims when borders are crossed do we recognize
a german retention of title or an american security right which law will
apply the law of the country of origin the lex situs or the law of the
country of destination how does legislation concerning financial
instruments relate to the problem and what is it all worth in insolvency
situations
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Creating Property Rights 2012-04-19 the creation by government
regulation of entitlements akin to property rights is a widespread
phenomenon imposing a reconsideration of the traditional categories of
public and private property the allocation of such rights that lack an
explicit legislative definition but are object of relevant social and
legal interests is a very complex topic which has become very acute in
cases where markets have been established for them the analysis of the
systems created for the allocation and management of these rights is the
core of this book which examines four emblematic examples airport slots
spectrum rights milk quotas and emission allowances the book focuses on
the european level including legislation and the most relevant policy
issues by means of a comparative method involving private law public law
and law and economics approaches
Property Law and Human Rights 2001 this text contains an introduction to
the provisions of the human rights act 1998 and an explanation of the
convention jurisprudence it provides a detailed analysis of article 1
protocol no 1 and articles 6 8 and 14 all of which are likely to have an
impact on english property law the relevant case law of the strasbourg
institutions the european court of human rights and the commission is
considered in depth and case summaries of the most important property
related cases are provided in an appendix the book considers the impact
of the human rights act on specific aspects of english property law and
considers how some areas appear vulnerable to challenge under the act
the book should be of use to both practitioners and academics by
providing a comprehensive and easy to read guide to the impact of the
human rights act on property law
Intellectual Property Law in the European Union 2005 developed initially
as a textbook and sourcebook for lawstudents at a time when the teaching
of intellectualproperty law was mostly absent in american law schools
andthe teaching of eu intellectual property law was completelyignored in
the curricula prof harris guides the reader through the gradual
andincremental stages of consolidation of the idea ofintellectual
property in the european common market
Sustainable Property Law 2022-04-22 the law of property provides the
building blocks for our market economy and is a manifestation of our
post french and american revolution thinking on how we want to organise
ourselves that organisational structure has not always been fair or
equal around the world european property law systems have been exported
around the globe yet outside of europe things have been possible such as
owning another person slavery or extracting wealth from land at all
costs this was unthinkable on the european continent these differences
have led to an increasingly unequal division of property between people
countries and even continents some can extract a lot of wealth and
pollute the planet from their property whilst others have nothing an
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unsustainable use of the planet s resources where we live outside of our
planetary boundaries is the result this short book argues thatthis is
notthe way forward ourlaw must be resilientin a transformative manner
and european systems need to accept their role in how this has come to
be based on that we need to rethink how we can reform our law of
property so that it allows us to live within our planetary boundaries
Cases, Materials and Text on Property Law 2012-07-23 this casebook
presents a deep comparative analysis of property law systems in europe
ie the law of immovables movables and claims offering signposts and
stepping stones for the reader wishing to explore this fascinating area
the subject matter is explained with careful attention given to its
history foundations thought patterns underlying principles and basic
concepts the casebook focuses on uncovering differences and similarities
between europe s major legal systems french german dutch and english law
are examined while austrian and belgian law are also touched upon the
book combines excerpts from primary source materials case law and
legislation and from doctrine and soft law in doing so it presents a
faithful picture of the systems concerned separate chapters deal with
the various types of property rights their creation transfer and
destruction with security rights such as mortgages pledges retention of
title as well as with harmonising and unifying efforts at the eu and
global level through the functional approach taken by the ius commune
casebooks this volume clearly demonstrates that traditional comparative
insights no longer hold the law of property used to be regarded as a
product of historical developments and political ideology which were
considered to be almost set in stone and assumed to render any
substantial form of harmonisation or approximation very unlikely even
experienced comparative lawyers considered the divide between common law
and civil law to be so deep that no common ground so it was thought
could be found however economic integration in particular integration of
financial markets and freedom of establishment has led to the
integration of particular areas of property law such as mortgage law and
enforceable security instruments eg retention of title this pressure
towards integration has led comparative lawyers to refocus their
interest from contract tort and unjustified enrichment to property law
and delve beneath its surface this book reveals that today property law
systems are closer to one another than previously assumed that common
ground can be found and that differences can be analysed in a new light
to enable comparison and further the development of property law in
europe
International Intellectual Property Law , European Jurisdictions
1996-03-19 intellectual property has emerged in the modern global
economy as the new source of power and wealth changing the composition
of world trade and ushering in a new era of legislation in many
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countries new trade agreements conventions and directives all attempt to
keep pace with what has become a dynamic factor in commercial
transactions in the european community there are continuing attempts to
harmonise national legal systems in order to promote innovation trade
and technology transfer however the law is applied nationally and
substantive differences between member states will remain this book
gathers together expert commentary from leading european practitioners
on the complex interplay between community and national law in their
jurisdictions each chapter analyses the law relating to trademarks
copyright patents industrial design confidential information trade
secrets international intellectual property law european jurisdictions
will be of particular interest to specialists seeking local information
in house lawyers and advisers and academic lawyers
EU Intellectual Property Law 2010-03-18 this book provides expert
analysis of european union law and its effect on intellectual property
laws across member states it deals both with those aspects of community
law that are common to most intellectual property rights across the ec
and also the impact of community law and of harmonisation on specific
intellectual property rights
European Condominium Law 2015-02-26 the first comprehensive comparative
treatment in english of condominium apartment ownership commonhold law
in the 21 most important european jurisdictions
Intellectual Property Law in the European Community 2007 this guide to
the various intellectual property rights protected by law covers patents
designs copyright trademarks and confidential information legal
reference law profession
Constructing European Intellectual Property 2013 it is no longer
possible to practice teach or study purely domestic intellectual
property law within europe european intellectual property norms now
structure protection throughout the continent and even beyond
paradoxically what might seem as a simplification of legal rules has
created a maze of new complexities substantive institutional and
methodological this collection by some of the leading scholars in
european ip manages to capture that complexity without sacrificing
clarity canvassing the entire field with a rich array of contributions
the book both highlights the roots of european ip law and asks important
fundamental questions about where it is going one can only hope that it
is read by anyone with a hand in the future development of european ip
law graeme b dinwoodie university of oxford uk christophe geiger has put
together a very fine collection of essays by many of the very best
scholars in european intellectual property law the essays explore the
basis extent as well as the successes and failings of regional
harmonization of trade marks geographical indications copyright designs
patents and remedies the celebrated cast of authors naturally discuss in
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addition to the various directives and regulations on each topic the
treaty provisions on exhaustion of rights and competition and their
interpretation relevant provisions on legislative competence article 17
2 of the charter other fundamental rights and the growing case law of
the court of justice there is essential material here for anyone
interested in european intellectual property law as well as ideas for
the improvement and further development of european ip law lionel bently
university of cambridge uk constructing european intellectual property
offers a comprehensive assessment of the current state of intellectual
property legislation in europe and gives direction on how an improved
system might be achieved this detailed study presents various
perspectives on what further actions are necessary to provide the
circumstances and tools for the construction of a truly balanced
european intellectual property system the book takes as its starting
point that the ultimate aim of such a system should be to ensure
sustainable and innovation based economic growth while enhancing free
circulation of ideas and cultural expressions being the first in the
european intellectual property institutes network eipin series this book
lays down some concrete foundations for a deeper understanding of
european intellectual property law and its complex interplay with other
fields of jurisprudence as well as its impact on a broad array of
spheres of social interaction in so doing it provides a well needed
platform for further research academics policymakers lawyers and many
others concerned with establishment of a regulatory framework for
intangibles in the eu will benefit from the extensive and thoughtful
discussion presented in this work
Protection of Immovables in European Legal Systems 2015-09-11
comparative analysis of vindicatio possessory remedies and trespass
across sixteen european jurisdictions based on twelve straightforward
factual cases
European Private Law - Current Status and Perspectives 2011-03-30
business law and labour law are driving forces and core areas of
european private law new concepts and approaches are thus required that
are not limited to civil law and that are different from those
traditionally embraced by national private law these new challenges
regarding the current status and perspectives of european private law
are discussed in this volume by sixteen highly reputed researchers from
across europe the contributions concern various areas of european
private law including contract property company competition and labour
law this book will be an invaluable source for all those working on
european law and private law within europe
Harmonization of Intellectual Property Rights on the European Level
2010-06-16 seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject law european
and international law intellectual properties grade 1 7 university of
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marburg wirtschaftspolitik course seminar competition policy and
intellectual property rights new exciting developments in european
competition and us antitrust policy language english abstract this
descriptive assignment will give a comprehensive overview of ip law in
europe it will mainly focus on the question in how far the eu reached a
harmonisation of national ip law in the main fields of industrial
property rights as well as copyrights in the beginning a short
introduction of the historical development of iprs and the legal
framework in the eu will be given the conclusion will revise the
critical points
Property and Trust Law in the Netherlands 2017-04-24 derived from the
renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical
analysis of the law of property in the netherlands deals with the issues
related to rights and interests in all kinds of property and assets
immovable movable and personal property how property rights are acquired
fiduciary mechanisms and security considerations lawyers who handle
transnational disputes and other matters concerning property will
appreciate the explanation of specific terminology application and
procedure an introduction outlining the essential legal cultural and
historical considerations affecting property is followed by a discussion
of the various types of property further analysis describes how and to
what extent legal subjects can have or obtain rights and interests in
each type the coverage includes tangible and intangible property varying
degrees of interest and the various ways in which property is
transferred including the ramifications of appropriation expropriation
and insolvency facts are presented in such a way that readers who are
unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will
fully grasp their meaning and significance the book includes ample
references to doctrine and cases as well as to relevant international
treaties and conventions its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as
the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable time saving tool for any practitioner faced with a property
related matter lawyers representing parties with interests in the
netherlands will welcome this very useful guide and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
property law
The Making of European Private Law 2013 table of contents foreword list
of authors european private law why how what and who ole lando the
europeanisation of private law problems and perspectives bénédicte
fauvarque cosson the commission proposal for a regulation on a common
european sales law cesl too broad or not broad enough hans wolfgang
micklitz norbert reich the legal basis of european private law in the
light of eu constitutionalisation christiane c wendehorst european law
from market to citizenship luigi moccia a common european sales law cesl
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for business to business contracts hugh beale the instruments for
implementing european private law the infl uence of the ecj case law on
the development and formation of european private law verica trstenjak
optional law for firms and consumers economic benefi ts of opting into
the common european sales law juan josé ganuza fernando gomez european
consumer law and its consolidation luc grynbaum the internal
relationships of eu consumer contract laws unfair contract terms unfair
commercial practices and cesl simon whittaker european property law
transfer of ownership of movables brigitta lurger from euratom property
law to european union property law a concise overview of the development
towards a european property law sjef van erp which future for the
european law of successions francesco paolo traisci interpretation of
contracts in european private law eric clive incorporation and
unfairness of standard contract terms under the proposal for a common
european sales law marco b m loos the application of the cesl to a
contract for the supply of digital content e g software jerzy pisuliński
a critical first glance at the common european sales law project by the
digital consumer law approach oreste m calliano
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